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President’s Message

G

reetings. This past Annual Meeting
marked my installation as President. I
want to start by thanking Dana Shoaf for leading the organization through the Covid pandemic. In return, he gets to be the only president to have served for three years since 1985,
when it appears from the records that terms
were changed from three years to two years.
That third year has also switched the handing
over of the gavel from odd years to even years.
So thank you Dana. I actually have no preference for even over odd.
We had a successful and engaging Annual Meeting this past May in Maine. I want to
thank everyone who helped plan the meeting, especially Jane Butler (who pretty much
planned out the whole event with John Verrill’s
assistance), all of the volunteers who helped
with all aspects of the meeting, the presenters
and the folks who brought displays. Well, also
everybody for showing up. It was great to be
together in person again—once I remembered
how to socialize. Even though Covid is still
present, everyone seemed to relax and enjoy
themselves. Only a small percentage returned
home with Covid, and for the most part those
reported cases seem to be reasonably mild.
Thank goodness.
As usual we had awesome field trips to local organizations: the Maine Maritime Muse-

by Sally A. Fishburn

um, the Wiscasset Historical Society Houses,
and the Waterville, Wiscasset, & Farmington
Railroad. Who can resist a ride on a train with
a steam engine? Well, I suppose many can but
I could not. So, if you were not at the Annual Meeting but you find yourself in the Bath,
Maine, area I suggest you check these places
out.
Please note that next year's Annual Meeting will be held in Staunton, Virginia. And
mark September 10th on your fall calendar as
we are in the process of planning a regional
meeting at Old Sturbridge Village.
I am always amazed by the variety of interests and breadth and depth of knowledge
of the EAIA community. That interest and
knowledge gets to be on display at the Annual Meetings for those who attend. My goal for
my presidency is to encourage more people
to share their interests, research, and curiosity with the larger community. How do we do
that? By writing articles.
The Chronicle is a great journal that furthers our mission “to study and preserve the
tools, trades, and crafts that built America.”
We have just hired a new editor for the Chronicle, and I had the honor as president to join
in the interviews with the candidates. This has
been eye opening for me as I am not in the
publishing, editing, or writing trades. As many
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of you may already know I am a historic preservation specialist who works with my hands
and purchases old tools primarily to use. I naively thought editors corrected for spelling,
grammar, and maybe did some fact checking.
It turns out I was wrong. Well, they do that but
they do so much more to help authors to do
the best job they can.
Patty MacLeish, past editor of the Chronicle, informed me that a large part of the job is
helping our authors create great articles. You
do not have to be a professional writer to draft
an article. You just have to have a passion to
share your knowledge. The editor will help
you polish your article into something easily
understood by the reader. I say this from experience because I need that kind of support
in my writing. Susannah proofreads my consultant reports and estimates and invariably
returns them wondering what a sentence that
I think is crystal clear means because it makes
no sense to her.
I am truly hoping in my time as President
we can successfully encourage more members
to write articles. It is important that our wealth
of knowledge and experience is preserved and
accessible to all through our publications.
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From the Executive Director

T

he dog days of summer are here as I
write this column. Although the weather
in Maryland has been pretty good so far this
summer, the last days of July are proving to be
challenging because of extreme heat alerts. As
I was preparing this issue of Shavings for our
editor, Dan Miller, I thought how thankful I am
to be able to associate with so many talented
people. Since we started featuring your projects and interests I think it has made Shavings
a much more interesting publication—do you
feel that way too?
We had a wonderful time at the Annual
Meeting in Maine. About 140 people attended
and from all reports they really enjoyed the experience. The weather was just about perfect;
not too warm or too cool. The hotel treated us
with kid gloves as we were the first event of
the season, and believe me it was really great
to work with such hospitable folks! Everyone
was extremely happy to be doing something
together in person after a two year hiatus. We
visited some great museums and had wonderful tours which you can read about in Bob
Roemer and Jane Butler’s report found in this
issue.
It was great to receive the income from
the 2022 Annual Meeting as we had no meeting income in 2020 because it was canceled
due to Covid, and the 2021 virtual conference
was not well attended. Both meetings required
significant investment in time and expenses,
which we were unable to recoup. We were able
to cover the shortfalls with our savings, exact-

by John Verrill

ly as they were designed to do, but it has put a
strain on our budget. When the 2023 renewal
requests go out in December, we hope you will
put a little something extra in the kitty to help
us along.
Recently we sent out second notices to
those who have not renewed their EAIA memberships yet this year. We are not sure whether
it is because of the pandemic or other factors
affecting the slow rate of renewal, but we urge
you to renew if you have not done so; let’s
see that EAIA remains strong! A positive ray
of sunshine is that we have gained quite a few
new members over the last several months.
We welcome them! And we thank you for your
renewal!
On September 10, the EAIA will have a
regional meeting at Old Sturbridge Village
(OSV) in Sturbridge, MA. This is a great opportunity for you to see this historic site and
to learn about the 19th century trades and
crafts that are recreated for you in this historic
village museum. We have some great behind
the scenes tours planned to see their vast collections, a special tour of their new textile exhibition, and a tour of the cabinet shop that we
have followed with interest as it progressed
from the ground breaking two years ago. OSV
is just a few mile from Brimfield, the home of
one of the largest antique fairs in the nation;
this could be a weekend of joy for members!
Look for registration information in your
email.
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We welcome Peter Hudson
to the EAIA Board!
Peter Hudson will
fill the board term of
Rodney Richer, who has
moved from the board to
the Executive Committee as the 2nd Vice President .
Peter is a historian
of early American trades
and an apprentice joiner at Colonial Williamsburg. He is currently
working on his Journeyman Project, reconstructing the paneled archway housed in the
collection at Menokin in Warsaw, Virginia,
and is a member of the team working to restore and reinterpret the full history of the
Bray School at Colonial Williamsburg. During
his time with Colonial Williamsburg, he has
worked closely with other historic sites across
Virginia, including the American Revolutionary Museum at Yorktown, Thomas Jefferson’s Poplar Forest, and George Washington’s
Mount Vernon.
Prior to coming to CW, Peter received a
BA in history from Saint Michael’s College in
Vermont with a focus on medieval religious
architecture. In 2021 he was a Summer Institute Fellow at the Museum of Early Southern
Decorative Arts, and will be a Maker Fellow
at Winterthur Museum, Library, & Garden in
early 2023. When not in the shop, Peter is an
accomplished outdoorsman and can be found
wandering the woods of his native Maine or
sailing the Chesapeake.
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2022 Mid-Coast Maine Annual Meeting: We Finally
Got Back Together in Person!

Story and Photos by Bob Roemer and Jane Butler

The 2022 Mid-Coast Maine Annual Meeting was a great success and welcomed by all
after not getting together face-to-face for two
years. With a theme From the Age of Sail to the
Age of Steam, we saw traditional boat-building;
rode on a narrow-gauge railway; and enjoyed
all our traditional activities. Our host hotel,
the Hilton Garden Inn in Freeport was spacious and comfortable for all our meetings
and meals and convenient to all the museums
and sites to visit.
As always, the meeting started with tailgate trading and sales in the hotel parking,
which was well attended with many sellers and buyers alike, interested in tools and,
equally important, catching up in person after
a couple of years.
On Thursday we had a full day at the Maine
Maritime Museum in Bath. The Museum is located on the former Percy & Small Shipyard,
which was famous for building many of the
largest schooners, including the very largest
(and largest wooden ship ever built), the Wyoming.
One of the most interesting parts of the
museum was the active boat shop, which was
run by two experienced boat builders who
hosted a number of us in the shop. They teach
Bath middle school students to build small
boats; hopefully such hands-on programs will
migrate to other school systems!
Friday we explored museums in the surrounding towns that opened ahead of their
regular season just for us. These included

Above: The Maine Maritime Museum boat shop.
Below: The MMM blacksmith demonstrates for
EAIA members.

Master Shipwright Rob Stevens in front of the almost complete Virginia.
milling machines, lathes, and other equipment for ambitious projects such as rebuilding steam engines, making an exact duplicate
of one of the passenger cars we rode, erecting
a barn for the engines with a turntable in front,

some historic homes, a large, early jail house
built entirely of huge stones, the reconstruction of Maine’s First Ship, the 1608 Virginia,
and a rebuilt narrow gauge railway. Many attendees declared the Wiscasset, Waterville &
Farmington Railway Museum to be their favorite activity of the week. After a ride in three
historic passenger cars to the current end of
the line we watched the engine switch from
one end of the train to the other for our return
trip to explore the workshops. Inside are huge
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Many EAIA members had the chance to take an
excursion on a steam-powered train.
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Meeting attendees tour a reproduction railroad
coach.

The silent auction on Saturday evening,
organized by Heidi Campbell-Shoaf, included a wide range of items, several of which
attracted very active bidding while members
enjoyed drinks, appetizers, and conversation.
The highest bid went to a table made by Tom
Densmore and donated by Bill McMillen in
memory of his wife, Judy McMillen, our beloved past president and tireless organizer
who passed away in March of 2021.
Following a tasty and well-served banquet,
Dana Shoaf made remarks of appreciation for
support during his term as EAIA president. He
then passed the gavel to Sally Fishburn, our
new EAIA president. The evening closed with
a presentation by a Maine interpreter of the
life of a 19th century sea captain’s wife.
It was a great week – so much fun to see
our friends we have been missing for the past

and many other repair activities. In the future,
the track will be extended another 2 ½ miles
and end at a round house.
Saturday morning the hotel ball room
was filled with 28 tables of member displays
and tools for sale, as well as demonstrations
by the Lie-Nielsen Toolworks. In the restored
Old Town Hall on the hotel grounds, we enjoyed well-researched presentations by Preston Sweeney (Stanley Tools Education Dept.),
Bob Vogel (Fine instruments made by the Pool
Family), Lyle Merrifield (maple sugaring), and
Bob Roemer (traditional boat building in Kenya and India). As always, the presentations on
Saturday were varied, engaging, and informative.
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two years. All the places we visited made a big
effort to ensure that we had an educational as
well as entertaining time and all their volunteers were so accommodating to our schedule
and interests. So many EAIA volunteers made
everything work smoothly during the event,
and their generosity made the Silent Auction
a big success. The attendees and EAIA membership at large owe Jane Butler a great vote
of thanks for her hard work in organizing and
overseeing the Meeting. As always, John Verrill provided support and advice throughout
the process. Kudos to both of them!
We’ll see you next year at the 2023 meeting in Staunton, Virginia, which had to be
postponed from 2020.
Tool displays and sales are always a highlight of
the meeting.
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Annual Business Meeting
Since we did not have a business meeting in 2020 or 2021 due to the pandemic, the
minutes of the 2019 business meeting and the
current financial report, which have been presented at the 2022 Annual Meeting in Maine
are presented here.
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The Early American Industry Association
Minutes of the Annual Business
Meeting, May 18, 2019, Lowell, MA.
President Denise Richer welcomed all
present members to the 2019 annual business
meeting at 7:09 pm.
A moment of reflection was taken to remember those members who have passed
away in the last year and Phil Whitby who is
struggling with terminal cancer.
Denise thanked Paul Van Perniss and Bill
Rainford for planning this year’s Annual Meeting. She also gave a hearty thanks to everyone
for their silent auction donations and bids.
After all present had a chance to make it
through the buffet line and have some dinner, the official Annual Meeting was opened
with the Secretary’s request for a motion to
approve the 2018 Annual Meeting minutes as
published in the Summer 2018 Shavings, Issue
No. 249, with the correction of the spelling
of Mary Anne Graham’s name. A motion was
made, seconded, and unanimously approved.
John Verrill presented the EAIA financials.
The total revenue to date is $80,493.00 with
total expenses at $58,963.00. The endowment
fund is currently at $847,313.67. The EAIA’s total assets stand at $930,072.69.

Gwen Laswell announced this year’s
awards. There were no nominations for the
Longterm Service Award. Gwen emphasized
that the Awards Committee reviews nominations and chooses the awardees but the
nominations must come for the membership.
If you know a member that you feel deserves
the Longterm Service Award for “at least 10
years of service with a high level of commitment with an established record of effective
participation” please send a nomination to
the Awards committee at http://eaiainfo.org/
about/contact-us/awards/.
If you know of someone who deserves a
Hatch award, presented for “excellence in
advancement of general knowledge through
scholarly work” please send a nomination to
the awards committee at the address listed
above. Membership is not a prerequisite for
the Hatch award.
Nominations can be submitted year
round.
Chris Bender introduced this year’s Hatch
award recipient. The award goes to a former
EAIA president, world traveler, architect, unbelievable tool collector of wooden planes,
who will lend them out. He designs the Annual Meeting medallions, creates sketches at the
meetings, writes Plane Chatter articles, and
updated The Wooden Hand Plane Book. The
award was presented to Tom Elliot.
Heidi Shoaf arrived at the podium next to
report on this year’s grant recipients.
Christian Matthew South-Andersen received the Jay Gaynor Memorial grant. His research, 19th Century American Tool Makers:
For the Saddle and Shoemaker’s Trade is an
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effort to document tools and tool manufacturers for this specialized trade.
Dr. Philip F. Reid was awarded the Winthrop R. Carter grant for his research Sultana:
An American Schooner, the Royal Navy and
British American Shipwrighty, investigating
American-based ship building during the eighteenth century.
Heidi extended deep appreciation to Carl
Bopp for his years of service on the Grants
Committee. Carl resigned from the committee this year.
Paul Van Pernis stepped up to thank Bill
and Alyssa Rainford for serving as the Annual Meeting co-hosts, his wife Eileen and John
Verrill for all their work in helping with the
meeting. Thanks were extended to the hotel
staff for all of their help and good food. Thanks
to all who helped to make the meeting a success especially those who provided lectures
and demonstrations for the Friday activities. A
call out to John Schroeder and Austin Sharpe
from the Institute of Industrial Arts and History in North Andover for not only bringing a
hit-and-miss engine powered ice cream maker
but also AV equipment.
Paul noted that Christmas is coming and
AV equipment is expensive to rent from hotels
so, if you are feeling generous send a check to
John Verrill to buy a projector or screen.
John Verrill presented information on the
upcoming 2020 Annual Meeting to be based
in Staunton, Virginia. We will be staying at the
Stonewall Jackson Hotel in Staunton, with
a day spent at Monticello and a day spent at
the Frontier Culture Museum. The area also
offers many opportunities to visit a plethora
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of museums in the area providing a great opportunity to learn something new.
Our chair for Regional Meetings, Jane
Butler, described setting up a typical regional meeting as choosing a historic site for the
venue, setting up tool trading in the morning,
a tour of or lecture about the site, and possibly having box lunches. She then went on to
emphasize that we need to bring in younger
members. To that end Bob Roemer has been
creating a lesson plan for a kids-oriented regional meeting.
Please reach out to Jane at jane@shorthillstudio.com with your ideas for running either a typical regional meeting or a meeting for
school-aged children to learn about old tools.
Pat Laswell, chair of the Nominating Committee presented the following slate of Dana
Shoaf, President, Sally Fishburn, First Vice
President, and Jane Butler as Secretary for the
Executive Committee, and Carol Culnan, Bob
Roemer, Marc Sitkin, and Terry Wakeman to
fill the four open Board of Directors seats. Receiving no additional nominations from the
floor a motion was made to elect the slate as
presented. The motion was moved, seconded,
and approved. Pat noted that Donna Page will
assume the remainder of Jane Butler’s board
term since Jane has accepted the Secretary position.
Next up display awards were presented.
In theme: Fiber Arts Tools and Machine
Tools:
• 3rd—John and Julie Kesterson for
their display on darning tools
• 2nd—Sam Kenyon for his warp
weighted loom
• 1st—Ed and Mary Ralston for their
display on water power in New York.

Out of theme:
• 3rd—Denise Richer for her display on
Smith Arms
• 2nd—Don Carpenter for his display
on surveying instruments
• 1st—Roger Smith for his display on
Manny cooper tools
Dana Shoaf announced the winners of the
silent auction items and the total raised of
$5,942. Dana and his crew work hard on the
silent auction. We thank them for their work.
The success of the silent auction depends
on the items donated by the EAIA members.
Please start planning now for an item to donate to next year’s Auction.
Denise noted that the EAIA is like a family
and that everyone looks forward to attending
the annual meetings and everyone pitches in
to help as she handed over the president’s gavel to Dana Shoaf.
Dana thanked the retiring board members
Chris Bender, Pam Howard, and Robin Lee for
their service. Dana noted that he and Heidi
were introduced to the EAIA when Judy and
Billy McMillan gave them a gift membership.
They started attending the annual meetings
in 2006 and haven’t looked back. The EAIA
is in good health due to the membership. He
thanks all of the members for that fact and
asks you to let us know if you would like help
in running a regional meeting or would like to
serve on the board.
With that the meeting was closed at 9:30
pm.
The evening was rounded out with a Magic Slide show presented by John Schroeder
and the crew from the IIAH.
Respectfully submitted by Sally Fishburn,
Secretary
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Financial Report: Early American
Industries Association 2022
Annual Business Meeting
As of April 30, 2022
Checking account balance ___ $7,227.00
Savings account balance ____$29,620.00
Rainy Day fund ____________ $57,956.00
Endowment balance_____ $1,503,560.00

Dublin Seminar for New England Folklife

In late June, the EAIA co-sponsored the very
successful Dublin Seminar for New England
Folklife, Tools and Toolmaking in New England.
The seminar, which drew some 120 participants and sold out for in-person attendance,
generated lively conversation on subjects from
wood planes to pincushions, shop settings to
children's literature. Participants contemplated adaptation and innovation from 17th-century native American cultures to industrializing New England. Steve Lubar's fascinating
keynote lecture, Tool Stories, focused attention
on the long history of the wrench, modeling
for attendees the ways that the methods and
approaches of cultural history can use small
objects to illuminate big questions. An important thread through the seminar was tool
collecting and collectors, and tool interpretation in museum settings. Field trip opportunities generously provided by the Hadley Farm
Museum and Greenfield's Museum of Our Industrial Heritage afforded folks the chance to
see these two regionally important collections
and talk with the volunteers who steward
them. Watch this space next year for news of
the publication of the seminar's proceedings!
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Upcoming Regional Meetings
Regional Meeting coming September
10th at Old Sturbridge Village,
Sturbridge, Massachusetts
We are excited that Old Sturbridge Village
has partnered with the EAIA to add this regional meeting to our calendar. This will be a
fun and educational day with the professional
staff making presentations and tours.
8:30–9:45 Coffee/donuts and welcome (No
tailgating as the nearby Brimfield antiques fair
is open this weekend)
9:45–10:30 Building the Cabinetmaking Shop:
lecture by Tom Kelleher (and Bob Roemer)
10:45 Morning tours
• Textile Exhibit Tour
• Cabinet Shop tour
• Collections/Library Tour, focused on
a mixture of our favorite tools and
trades
12:00–1:00 Lunch is included in the registration cost, selections may be made when
registering
1:15 Afternoon tours
• Textile Exhibit Tour

• Cabinet shop tour
• Machinery storage tour
The morning and afternoon tours will run
at the same time, but some repeat, so it will
allow everyone to attend what they wish.
The cost of admissions, tours, and lunch is
$40. Preregistration is necessary. Use this link
to sign up and pay: https://10797.blackbaudhosting.com/10797/Early-American-Industries-Association-Forum

Regional Meeting, Fayetteville, New
York, Saturday October 1st
The Stickley Museum /Fayetteville Library
300 Orchard St. Fayetteville, NY
The Stickley Museum opened in 2007 and
explores over a century of furniture making
excellence. It highlights the inspiration and
craftsmanship that made Stickley America’s
foremost fine furniture maker and the craftspeople whose commitment to quality led to
Stickley’s reputation for manufacturing heirloom quality furniture. The eight thousand
square foot exhibit gallery contains furniture
and accessories from the earliest days of Stickley up to the present, as well as a variety of images and archival documents illustrating the
company’s journey.
8:30–10:00 tailgate in parking lot (donuts
& coffee)
10:00–11:00 Lecture on Stickley in the
community room by Museum Director Amanda Clifford.
11:00–12:00 Tour of the Stickley Company
Museum (elevator accessible)
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12:00–1:30 lunch on your own: Nearby
places includethe Craftsmen House, Bull &
Bear Tavern, Red Robin, Bonefish Grill, Panera, and McDonalds.
1:30–2:15 Stop/Shop Dalton's Vintage
Stickley Store.
2:30—4:00 Tour of the Gustav Stickley
House under restoration with Director David
Rudd. The Gustav Stickley House Foundation
exists to complete the restoration, preservation
and interpretation of the Gustav Stickley House
and thereby make relevant the legacy, ideals and
work of Gustav Stickley and the American Arts
and Crafts Movement that helped guide social
change beginning in the early 20th century.
Registration information will be posted in
early September. This is a Free from Fee event!
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News from Our Members
The EAIA Will Demonstrate
at the 139th Bolton Fair

and the EAIA by demonstrating antique hand
tools and letting visitors try them. Both Terry
and Bob have demonstrated before and enjoy
helping kids perform basic woodworking tasks
and encouraging families to join the EAIA.

My Collection of Early
Tools—Russell Reames

One important thing is missing however
with on-line shopping; you miss the personal contact with other collectors, dealers, and
shop owners. The personal contact with the
tool collectors and club members is where the
real enjoyment comes. For example, traveling
to and from a pick or a tool show with a bud-

I
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T

erry Wakeman and Bob Roemer will be
demonstrating woodworking with hand
tools at the 139th Bolton Fair held at the Fairgrounds in Lancaster, Massachusetts, on August 12–14. The Fair has a strong agricultural
and hand crafts theme, encouraging visitors
to witness, and wherever possible, experience
farm and craft activities. Terry and Bob’s objective is to introduce people to woodworking

have been collecting antique goods for the
past forty years. I still get a thrill when I find
that special tool I have been looking for. Collecting over the past forty years has changed.
Forty years ago there was no Internet, no
Ebay, no on-line auctions; but these new ways
of shopping greatly opened the doors to a
much larger market place. The thrill of finding that special tool is still there. The bidding
and waiting to see if your last second bid was
the high bid gives you a new felt excitement
especially when your bid was the high bid and
you won that special tool. Then comes the
waiting for that tool to be shipped and once
the tool arrives you are able to look over your
new purchase to see if it looks as good as in
the pictures.
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dy, and trying to justify why you paid what you
just did for a tool. The relationships that are
formed are very important and meaningful,
and are also a way to acquire a great deal of
knowledge about collecting.
I enjoy displaying my tools. I am very fortunate to have a nice shop to display my collection. My collection is quite eclectic. My interest varies from collecting woodworking tools
to collecting blacksmithing and tinsmithing
tools. My tool collection consist of almost
1,400 different tools. My collection includes an
early 19th century pit saw and a 19th century
English tool chest. I have been very fortunate
to have been able to acquire several nice handsaws. I have a Woodrough McParlin Panther
handsaw, a Henry Disston No. 43 combination
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saw, a Henry Disston No. 8 half back saw and a
Wheeler, Madden, and Clemson Star saw. I am
also fortunate to have two William Marples
Ultimatum Braces, one beech and brass and
the other rosewood and brass. I have a large
collection of different types of planes, levels,
rulers, axes, saws, hammers, braces, blacksmith tools, tinsmithing tools, etc.
Some of my tools were hand made by
skilled craftsman. You can’t help but marvel
at their creative skills and their attention to
details. Many of my other tools were factory
manufactured. The technical ability and care
for design details are not comparable to tools
of today. For beauty, there is no comparison.

Many of these tools are like a piece of art work.
It is rewarding just to hold some of these tools
in your hands, much less to have been able to
be the caretaker of such special items for a period of time.
I have enjoyed being able to learn to use
many of these old tools. When one begins to
use some of them you begin to really appreciate the skill of the master craftsman of old.
When you stop and look at all the many things
these craftsman were able to make and build
with these hand tools it is unbelievable.
I do not know what will happen to my collection, but my desire is that the next owner or
many owners will enjoy these tools as much as
I have. It’s time now for me to begin to decide
when and how I will dispose of my collection.
I have not made those decisions as of yet. For
now it’s time to just enjoy the blessing God
has given me. I am thankful to have been able
to have put together my collection.
Mr. Reames has been an EAIA member since
1993.

The Historic Manheim
Preservation Foundation

T

he Historic Manheim Preservation Foundation is located on the original town
square of Manheim, Pennsylvania. Miles H.
Keiffer, and his wife, Elizabeth, both Manheim
natives, had a lifelong interest in collecting
and preserving history and artifacts related to
the early years of Manheim and the important
role the town played in the history of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. Their wish is that
others would enjoy and learn from their collection of artifacts. Their collection included
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important pieces of Stiegel-type glass, pottery,
furniture, ephemera, and clocks. The artifacts
represent the hardship, success, ingenuity,
learning, artistry, and diligence of the people
in Manheim. The stories are considered integral to the development of the town of Manheim, its people, and the influence they had
on America. When Miles died in 1975, Elizabeth continued collecting and preserving, and
in 2001 created the foundation with the goal
of preserving Manheim’s early history and its
artifacts. The foundation has been working to
fulfill that goal and more. In the 21 years of the
foundation's existence, we have developed a
museum, library, garden, and carriage house
meeting room, and have secured the return of
more than 150 Manheim and Manheim-related items. This year we established a new website and are moving to social media platforms
such as Instagram, Facebook, and YouTube
to share information and provide a place for
learning from anywhere in the world
In 2017 we were fortunate to receive three
important gifts of a Daniel Danner spinning
wheel, yarn winder, and a Danner ledger from
the American Textile History Museum, Lowell,
Massachusetts.
The wooden planes
pictured were made in
Manheim by Jacob F.
Bauder, ca. 1840. Bauder
Right: Daniel Danner Spinning Wheel. The Castle
Wheel spinning wheel is used
in the production of fiber for
clothing and other domestic
fabrics.
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Early American Planes
Website Announced

J

ust a quick note to let you know that a
website on American wooden planes and
the craftsmen who made them has just been
launched: https://www.earlyamericanplanes.
com
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Wooden planes made by Jacob F. Bauder.
lived and worked on South Charlotte Street in
Manheim, next to craftsman and wood turner
Daniel Danner. The foundation acquired the
two planes imprinted with Jacob F. Bauder on
the end of both planes. The plane on the left
is a coffin-shaped plane used for smoothing
a surface; the plane on the right was used to
form a molded edge.
Thank you for the opportunity to share
our story.
Gail Perry, Director HMPF
Fork and Rake by Henry Young. The miniature shaking fork is 2.5"
wide and 10" long and
the rake is 4" wide and
12" long. The handles
are mellow in color and
about the diameter of a
pencil. The fork and rake
are also decorated with
old red milk paint.

Maker's mark of 18th C Massachusetts Plane
maker John Bassett
While the website is still under construction, we want those interested in the subject to
know we are online. The website is designed
to serve as:
1. A source for existing reference materials including A Guide to the Makers of
American Wooden Planes, Fifth Edition,
Thomas (GAWP5,) Sign of the Joiner,
Pat Lasswell Journal (SOJ,) Catalog
of American Wooden Planes, Michael
Humphrey (CAWP,) British American
Rhykenological Society (Planer Talk,
the bulletin of the society.)
2. A repository of magazine and journal
articles published in the Chronicle,
BARS, Mechanics Workbench, and Plane
Talk.
3. A place to find information newly acquired from plane and plane maker
research, as well as new imprints not
found in GAWP5, 2018.
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4. A place to find guides and topical information such as a list of 18th C plane
imprints, how to research, a presentation on Early American planes, collecting planes, etc.
5. A place to answer questions as well as
to pose questions.
This project has been under development
and discussion for several years and we hope
its’ roll out will meet the needs and expectations of those who share a similar interest.
We solicit input and suggestions to help
provide a better site, so feel free to contact us
via the email portal on the home page. Thanks
for following us.
—Pat Lasswell

Blacksmithing at Muster Field Farm

F

or two weekends a month I am doing
blacksmith demonstrations at the Matthew Harvey Homestead and Muster Field
Farm Museum in North Sutton, New Hampshire. The working farm has a fantastic produce stand that sells out quickly. Come on by
and say hello.
—Richard C. Wright Blacksmith
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A Blog and a Whatsit!

I

f you are interested in antique dividers and
calipers, check out the following new blog:
allencompassingdividers.blogspot.com
And while we're at
it, here are two What's
Its looking for some
insights.
They may be
fixed-size
dividers.
The first is wrought
iron (photo below)
and the points are 9
1/2" apart, the second
photo (right) is of a
pair of wooden dividers with a wing, but the wing is fixed in the
leg and cannot be moved. The points on the
wooden tool are 6 1/4" apart. Any thoughts??
Paul Belanger (pbelanger307@gmail.com)

Brace and Bit Research

A

ttached are three photos of a brace and
bit belonging to an acquaintance of mine;
I've never seen one quite like it. A brief internet search did not turn up a single reference
to The New Haven Coffer Co. The owner inherited it from his grandfather who was a carpenter who worked on timber railway bridges
in Canada in the first half of the 20th century;
he has several bits, mostly smaller than 1". The
handle was bound with copper wire that was
then covered with pewter, the knuckles on
the brace were also covered with pewter (or
something similar).
Have you ever heard of this company? If
you know anyone who likes to follow up obscure tools and/or manufacturers, feel free to
forward this.
Regards,
Mark Shoalts, P.Eng., CAHP
P.O. Box 218 Fenwick, ON L0S 1C0
P 905-892-2110 C 905-933-1239
mark@shoalts.ca
(Editor's note: while laying out this article, I
read the maker's mark as The New Haven Copper Company. Here is a link the company's history: https://connecticutmills.org/find/details/
new-haven-copper-co)
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We Welcome New
Members

W

e wish to express our thanks and
extend a warm welcome to these
members who have joined since last fall.
Your interest and support is very much appreciated.
William Adams, Barre, VT
Deborah Coon, San Diego, CA
James Davis, Arrowsic, ME
John Davis, Pittsboro, NC
David Doxtater, Bainbridge Island, WA
Thomas Eldridge, Weymouth, MA
Steven Hancock, Alta, CA
John Hotchkiss, Harwich, MA
David Lankford, McKenzie, TN
Michael McGrath, Wells, ME
Christina Martin, West Boylston, MA
Dan Moore, Economy, Nova Scotia
Jim Riddell, Edina, MN
Peter Vermilya, Stonington, CT
Steven Whitworth, Holbrook, MA
Antione Wilmering, Granada Hills, CA
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Calendar of Events
Alaska

Open to September 18
Haines—The Hammer Museum: Exhibition Hickory Handle
Making.

Arkansas
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September 10
Springdale—Shiloh Museum
of Ozark History: 44th annual
Ozark Quilt Fair. This year’s festivities will include live music,
a food truck, and antique toys
for kids to play with. We will be
awarding Viewers’ Choice prizes
for both new and antique quilt
categories.

Connecticut

September 23-25
Kent—The Connecticut Antique Machinery Association:
Fall Festival featuring steam
engines, log sawing, tool trading, blacksmithing, and other
demonstrations throughout the
weekend.

September 28
Portland—Makers at the Hall:
Erica Moody has forged and
fabricated serving utensils, and
continues her craft’s foundation
of fabricating custom metal
commissions for architects and
designers. Maine Charitable and
Mechanic Association.

Maine

Maryland

Online
Portland—The Maine Memory
Network: an online exhibition
of all things Maine. Presented by
the Maine Historical Society

September 15th
Edgewater—Historic Londontown & Gardens presents
Colonial Cocktails—Syllabub
& Stone Fence: From punches
to bounces, syllabubs to juleps,
colonists imbibed a wide variety
of alcoholic beverages. At Colonial Cocktails, you’ll get to make
and enjoy two historical drinks
and learn about colonial tavern
culture.

Always Buying

Pennsylvania

September 25, 2022
Adamstown—M-WTCA Area
P Meet: Sunday, IronSpire (Angus), 2800 North Reading Road.
Don Stark, Starkcd@aol.com;
717-367-5207.
September 10th
Forest—Stargazing Jefferson’s
Poplar Forest: Thomas Jefferson was fascinated by most aspects of science, particularly the
study of astronomy. Join Poplar
Forest for an illuminating look at
the night sky with Trish Cerulli,
the Outreach Coordinator for
Belk Astronomical Observatory
at the University of Lynchburg.

Always Selling

Pete Niederberger

Used and Antique Tools and
Parts for Same
Mail Order
Call Me and Come To The Shop
415-924-8403
pniederber@aol.com
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Virginia
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Please take note!

The deadline for the Fall
issue of Shavings is
October 2!

Please submit articles, events, classified ads
and display ads to:

Dan Miller (dan@dragonflycanoe.
com) or
John Verrill (executivedirector@
earlyamericanindustries.org)
by this date!

Show your support
for the EAIA by
wearing our logo!

Advertise in Shavings
ADVERTISING: Contact Editor Dan Miller, 315777-7007; E-mail: dan@dragonflycanoe.com (Subject Line: Shavings Ad); or mail to EAIA, P.O. Box 524,
Hebron, MD 21830.
Display Ads
Full Page (9.875"h x 7.5"w): $175
Half Page (4.75"h x 7.5"w: $110
Quarter Page (2.375"h x 7.5"w or 3.625"h x 5"w): $60
Business Card (2"h x 3.5"w): $35
20% discount on three or more display ads for
members. Ads do not need to run consecutively to receive the discount. Display ads are published in full color
in the electronic version of Shavings. Advertisers may also
add links from the ad to Web pages or e-mail addresses.
Classified Ads
25 words or less—$4.00; 15¢ per word thereafter. Box
around the ad—35¢ (A word is anything with a space on
both sides of it.) Please make checks payable to EAIA.
(Non-Members add 20% per ad for either display or classified ad.)

Shop for shirts,
hats and more at
eaiainfo.org/store/
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2019-2020 DEADLINES: Deadline for the Winter issue is June 26, 2020. Deadline for the Fall issue is October
2, 2020.
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